2017 SOUTH JEFFCO FOOTBALL
RECRUITING CONFIRMATION LETTER

COACH: _________________________________
TEAM: ______________________

RECRUIT PRIORITY

DIVISION:___________

RECRUITED PLAYER: __________________________________

Recruit Priority is set by Recruiting Coach

PARENTS PLEASE READ
SJSA FOOTBALL RULE ON RECRUITING: Each tackle football team is allowed to recruit up to their roster cap number, which is
determined based on the total number of registrants in that age group. Any coach can recruit as many players to the Association as
they would like. A recruit is any player that has never been rostered on a JMFA roster within 2 full seasons. Per JMFA By-Laws, any
recruit is not guaranteed placement; due to the fact that roster caps are determined based on total registrants.

To South Jeffco Football: This letter confirms that the above-named SJSA coach has recruited my son,

_______________________________________________
PRINT RECRUITED PLAYER’S NAME ABOVE

to play tackle football this upcoming season, and it is our desire to have our son play for this team.
This also confirms that my son has not been any JMFA roster in the past 2 seasons.
I understand that there is no guarantee that my son will be placed on this team, and that SJSA Football coaches are
allowed to recruit “up to their roster cap number”. This means that if coach recruits more players than he ultimately has
room for on his roster, some recruited players will not be placed on this team, but will go into the draft. The coach has
placed my son’s “recruit priority” in the red box, above, and SJSA will determine whether there are enough roster spots
available for my son to be placed on this requested team.
I also agree that a fax or electronic copy of my signature is deemed to be my original signature for purposes of
this letter.
Should you have any questions, you may contact me at the contact information below.
Sincerely,
_______________________
Parent / Guardian Signature:
_____________________________
Parent/Guardian Printed Name:

Parent/Guardian Telephone Number:

Parent/Guardian Email Address:

